SCOA GROUP

SCOA, a story of excellence, has been active in Nigeria since 1926 and West Africa for over a century.

This colossus of a company has witnessed a phenomenal growth, which allowed it to occupy a leading position in sectors as diversified as Vehicle Assembly, Power Projects, to Engineering and Construction.

Today SCOA is one of the foremost multinational conglomerates in Nigeria and quoted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange since 1969.

SCOA enjoys a broad ownership structure that includes tens of thousands of Nigerian shareholders.

SCOA is a brand is unmistakably a household name in Nigeria, a brand that has built a record of good accomplishments and a brand synonymous with integrity, quality, and reliability.

Construction

The Construction arm of the SCOA Group has specialized in the high quality execution of construction and infrastructure projects in Africa and the Middle East, and it has gained a prominent standing for its momentous achievements over the last three decades.

Through the continuous professional efforts of its leadership and entire team, the Group has diversified over the years and has acquired a solid experience and good know-how which positions it at the forefront of contractors in West Africa. The Group has forged ahead with road construction projects, bridges, rehabilitation works, asphalt overlay, surface dressing, drainage, building, as well as colossus dams in various parts of West Africa.

The Group owns and operates substantial fleet of modern road technology equipment, earth-moving machinery, quarries, asphalt plants, concrete equipment and plants, and various other machineries and vehicles. It also operates its own pre-stressed concrete plants in Africa and the Middle East.

SCOA Group has continued to play a laudable role in the infrastructural and economic development of West Africa over the decades.
SCOA GROUP
Road Construction

Highways & Bridges: Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Togo, Benin, Mali, Nigeria...

SCOA offers broad and modern construction solutions; its achievements over the last century still stand as a testament to its commitment to delivering quality. SCOA has enjoyed years of growth to become the dynamic and reliable service provider it is today. In addition, SCOA's focus has continued to be on the consistent efficiency, the timely professional execution of its projects, and the full satisfaction of its clients.
SCOA GROUP
EQUIPMENT FLEET

- Crawler Excavators 18
- Wheel Loaders 23
- Scrapers 14
- Bulldozers 16
- Motor Graders 19
- Drum Compactors and Tire Compactors 30
- Crushing Plants 3
- Asphalt Plants 3
- Batching Plants 4
- Tippers 120
- Tankers 15
- Trucks, Trailers, Flatbeds 40
- Concrete Mixers 8
- Equipment for soil and Cement Testing 20
- Pavers 6
- Tower Cranes 6
- Mobile Cranes 14
- Soil Stabilizers 2
- Finishers 2
- Bitumen Smelters, Storage Tanks 6
- Power Generators 40
- Concrete Pumps 2
- Compressors 35
- Pumping Machines 30
- Topographic Equipment 4
- Various Motor Vehicles including 4X4’s

Equipment Yard
OUR VISION: At SCOA, our vision is to be Nigeria’s most vibrant construction company - seizing growth opportunities for both our company and this great Nation.

OUR VALUES: We work with high integrity and determination to reliably preserve our clients’ confidence and trust. We function with a solutions-driven approach, a holistic methodology, and a constructive attitude. We seek resourceful methods to meet our clients’ needs, expectations, and achieve the best results.